
Transform your business with
BrowserStack’s Elastic Cloud

Not all testing platforms are built to produce
the same results. Here’s why 50,000 customers
choose BrowserStack!



Priyanka Halder
Delivery Lead, GoodRx

“We use BrowserStack heavily for cross
browser and mobile test automation. Our
tests are now super solid - they catch
anything and everything. We always have
the assurance that quality is taken care of,
and see a lot of value in this product.” 

1. IMPROVE PRODUCT
QUALITY TO DRIVE REVENUE
GROWTH 

Better product quality leads to better customer experiences, which can
generate increases in customer lifetime value and revenue. The key is to
make sure that products work as intended.

BrowserStack enables customers to automate and significantly expand
testing coverage to ensure the products they bring to market are bug-free.
The scalability of the BrowserStack platform enables enterprises to identify
issues as soon as they are introduced (Shift Left testing), creating a virtuous
cycle that allows them to automate more, innovate more, and deliver more
- which leads to more revenue.

GoodRx used BrowserStack to scale
from 0 to 2.7 million automated tests in
one year, reduce testing time by 90%
and improve release quality
significantly. 
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A defect found and removed in production costs approximately 100 times more than one identified
and removed during the product’s requirements phase. 



2. DELIVER A FLAWLESS
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE (CX)
FOR EVERY USER

Given the number and variety of devices on the market, it can be
challenging for companies to test on all possible combinations their
customers use to ensure every experience will be a good one.

BrowserStack gives enterprises instant access to 3000+ real device and
browser combinations, across manufacturers, models, OSes (both major
and minor), and browser versions, to test on. BrowserStack doesn’t use
emulators or simulators, all tests are run on real devices to provide real-
world results and avoid any false negatives. This enables enterprises to
understand exactly how their product works on all the devices their
customers are using to deliver predictably good experiences, every time,
boosting customer acquisition, satisfaction, and retention.

Every release goes through rigorous
quality assurance with end-to-end
automated testing on BrowserStack.
This is part of the acceptance criteria,
and it helps OLX decide which releases
can or cannot be deployed.  

“While one side is revenue, the other is
reputation. If there are issues in
processing payments, people lose trust,
which is even worse than losing money.”

Sven Kroell
Senior Software Engineer, OLX
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80% of apps are deleted after just one use - the number one reason why is due to the app crashing or
freezing. 



3. ACCELERATE TIME TO
MARKET
Testing is regularly cited as the number one reason for delays in
releases - code that isn’t in production is code that isn’t
generating revenue. 

BrowserStack eliminates the testing bottleneck by enabling
hundreds of tests to run in parallel. This allows enterprises to test
at the speed of today’s modern CI/CD pipelines, without
compromising on quality. BrowserStack’s elastic cloud gives
enterprise scale up tests, on-demand - there are no device
reservations required. BrowserStack’s platform is powered by 19
data centers, across 13 locations, to give enterprises unmatched
performance, scale, and reliability to support faster builds and
faster time to market. 

With BrowserStack, customers are able to achieve up to 30x release
velocity.

Sainsbury’s runs BrowserStack as part of the daily
deployment build and does targeted regressions
during releases. They also leverage parallel testing
on BrowserStack to run tests concurrently across a
range of browsers and devices

“Before BrowswerStack, the team spent 30-45 minutes
running the current script manually on a single
browser. It now takes just 10 minutes on
BrowserStack… Previously, we spent around 5-10
days testing a back-end release. Today, we spend only
a day. Even if there are issues, testing doesn’t go
beyond one day.” 

Saradha Balaji
Lead Test Automation Engineer,
Sainsbury’s
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4. ENHANCE COST SAVINGS &
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Time spent on activities that aren’t core competencies or creating value are
distractions. Keeping testing infrastructure up-to-date with the multiple
browser and devices releases every quarter is a logistical nightmare.

 BrowserStack keeps enterprises focused on what they do best, allowing
them to spend their time and energy on testing, not test infrastructure.
With BrowserStack, testing is fast, reliable, scalable, and hassle-free,
requiring no overhead, no maintenance from the customer. In addition, the
BrowserStack platform is future-proofed, giving enterprises immediate
access to popular new devices and browsers the moment they are added to
the platform, at no additional cost. 

Over building an in-house device lab or browser grid 

Immediate
Cost Saving

YoY
Cost Saving4X 3X

Efficiencies brought in by BrowserStack
have lowered the Developer Pain Index
by a significant margin, particularly
where many browser tests would be
untenable to run on an individual
machine.

“Because we no longer need to maintain
the infrastructure, we have successfully
reduced one more piece of the internal
engineering puzzle…The move to
BrowserStack served as a force multiplier
across all teams. It’s a core and critical
part of our build and release
infrastructure. Every engineer ultimately
depends on BrowserStack in one way or
another.” 

Brian Lucas
Senior Staff Software Engineer,
Optimizely
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SOC2 Type 2 Compliant GDPR Compliant

BFSI Companies
1300+

Healthcare Companies
600+

Retail & E-Commerce
Companies

1600+ 

There can be no weak links when it comes to enterprise security and compliance.
It’s one of the many reasons global enterprises in the most heavily regulated
industries trust BrowserStack for their testing needs.

BrowserStack’s data centers and platform are SOC2 Type II and GDPR compliant,
giving enterprises a testing infrastructure that meets their most stringent security
and compliance requirements. With default HTTPS implementation, data
controls, and access management policies, enterprises can be confident their
data is safe and secure when using BrowserStack. Once a test session is complete,
all test data is destroyed, and devices are put into a factory reset state. In
addition, BrowserStack’s globally distributed data centers enable customers to
meet in-region data privacy and sovereignty requirements.

5. ACHIEVE SECURITY AND
COMPLIANCE

is trusted by
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Experience the Difference Demo BrowserStack Now

Trusted by global enterprises
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